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This paper introduces a novel stratified planning algorithm for teams of heterogeneous
mobile sensors that maximizes information collection while minimizing resource costs. The
main contribution of this work is the scalable unification of effective algorithms for decentralized informative motion planning and decentralized high-level task allocation. We
present the Information-rich Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (IRRT) algorithm, which is
amenable to very general and realistic mobile sensor constraint characterizations, as well as
review the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA), offering several enhancements to
the existing algorithms to embed information collection at each phase of the planning process. The proposed framework is validated with simulation results for networks of mobile
sensors performing multi-target localization missions.

I.

Introduction

Mobile sensing agents often serve a crucial role in seeking out and gathering information for intelligence,
surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) missions, both in military and civilian applications. Tasks performed
by such agents might include target classification, target localization, mapping, and search and track, among
others. Central to many of these tasks is the notion of collecting information to reduce uncertainty. By
deploying a team of cooperative, autonomous agents, complex information collection tasks can be completed
effectively and efficiently. However, there are many problems posed by planning for such teams of agents, notably, the absence of a centralized trajectory planner, limits on communication throughput/connectivity, and
scalability of both with respect to the number of agents and tasks. Any planning framework for cooperative
autonomous systems must be able to effectively address these concerns.
Provided that mobile sensing incurs resource costs to the operator, when evaluating agent plans, one
typically seeks to both maximize the information content and minimize the cost. This motivation is central to the informative motion planning problem,1–5 in which plans consist of trajectories for dynamically
constrained sensing agents. To accommodate a variety of sensor platforms, the selected informative motion
planning algorithm should be amenable to nonholonomic and/or differential dynamic constraints. Obstacles
further present a challenge, in that they can both constrain the vehicle motion and occlude observations.
Finally, the limitations inherent in a sensing mechanism (e.g., narrow field of view) should be accounted for
when anticipating informativeness. In this paper, we present the Information-rich Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (IRRT) as an online solution method that affords such general constraint characterizations for the
informative motion planning problem.
Given a fixed team of mobile sensors, solutions to the informative motion planning problem across the
team may be generated in a decentralized manner. However, given a larger network of mobile sensors to
select team subsets from, it is possible that another team may be better suited to extract the requisite
information with lower resource expenditure. For example, a team of heterogeneous sensor agents could be
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formed online to address a particular uncertainty reduction task that would require their respective sensing
actions in concert. Moreover, solving the informative motion planning problem over all agents in a network
exhibits poor scalability. Towards this end, this paper examines the role of task allocation in reducing the
computational requirements and increasing the efficiency of informative motion planners.
Autonomous task allocation is a significantly complex combinatorial problem (NP-hard),6 which usually
involves simultaneously allocating a set of tasks among a team of heterogeneous agents so as to optimize
overall mission efficiency and reduce costs incurred. The tasks can have different locations and time-windows
of validity and may require coordinated execution between several agents.7, 8 Furthermore, the planning architecture must account for vehicle limitations, agent-task compatibility requirements, and network configuration and communication requirements. For large teams of agents, centralized approaches quickly become
computationally intractable and distributed architectures must be adopted.9 In addition to alleviating the
computational burden by parallelizing the planning process, distributed controllers often act on local information, making response times to changes in situational awareness significantly faster than those achievable
under a purely centralized planning architecture. Distributed algorithms are typically augmented with consensus algorithms10–12 so agents can converge on a consistent state before performing the task allocation.
Although consensus algorithms guarantee convergence on information, they may take a significant amount
of time and often require transmitting large amounts of data.13 One particular algorithm of interest is the
Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA),9 a distributed auction protocol that provides provably good
approximate solutions for multi-agent multi-task allocation problems over networks of agents, and guarantees
a conflict-free solution despite possible inconsistencies in situational awareness. CBBA consists of iterations
between two phases: a bundle building phase where each vehicle greedily generates an ordered bundle of
tasks, and a consensus phase where conflicting assignments are identified and resolved through local communication between neighboring agents. The bidding process of CBBA runs in polynomial time, demonstrating
good scalability with increasing numbers of agents and tasks, making it well suited to real-time dynamic
environments.
In this paper, we analyze solution methods for fusing informative motion planning and informative task
allocation. In particular we examine the performance of IRRT, with and without the stratified planning
provided by CBBA. In particular, we show that:
• Stratification dramatically reduces computational requirements;
• Stratification uses deconfliction to improve performance of the multiagent informative motion planner;
• And the informative task allocation heuristic captures reduced-order capabilities of sensing agents and
effectively operates as a relative capability function.
In the sequel, the multiagent information collection problem we consider is stated. Section III describes the
system architecture by which we achieve stratification. Section IV outlines the informative motion planning
problem, our solution algorithm (IRRT), and its properties. Section V describes the task allocation problem,
a provably near-optimal solution strategy (CBBA), and its extension to the informative task allocation
problem. Results comparing our informative motion planning algorithm with and without stratification are
presented in Section VI. Finally, conclusions and thoughts on future work are presented in Section VII.

II.

Problem Statement

Consider a bounded, open set X ⊂ Rdx of dimension dx partitioned into an obstacle region Xobs ⊂ X and
an obstacle-free region Xfree = X \ Xobs . The obstacle-free region is traversible by a connected network Q of
heterogeneous mobile sensing agents, each of which has a fully observable state x[q] , carries a set of sensors
S [q] , and has a known model of resource expenditure rates for actions it can execute. The sensing platforms
are subjected to various dynamic and environmental constraints, and the individual sensors s ∈ S [q] are
characterized by a set of limitations. Moreover, the obstacles comprising Xobs are known exactly and both
constrain vehicle motion and may occlude observability of measurements.
Suppose also the existence of a known number of independent features, each of which has a partially
observable state that is a realization yi ∈ Y of a random vectora yi ∈ Y , where Y ⊆ Rdy is of dimension dy .
a Our methods, however, extend to the non-Bayesian formalism where the parameter y ∈ Y is an unknown, deterministic
i
vector.
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Given a prior belief pyi (yi ) and likelihood distribution pz|yi (Z|yi ) for a set of observations Z, the posterior
belief pyi |z (yi |Z) may be computed using Bayes rule.
We assume that during the online estimation of yi , all beliefs byi can be approximated by a known
Ki -component Gaussian mixture model, i.e.,
by i ≈

Ki
X

wi,k N (µi,k , Λi,k ),

k=1

Ki
X

wi,k = 1,

wi,k > 0,

(1)

k=1

where µi,k and Λi,k are the mean vector and covariance matrix, respectively, of the k-th mixture component when estimating yi . For such Gaussian mixture models, the mixture mean µi and covariance Λi are,
respectively,
µi =

Ki
X

wi,k µi,k ,

(2)



wi,k Λi,k + (µi − µi,k )(µi − µi,k )T .

(3)

k=1

Λi =

Ki
X
k=1

In the remainder of this work, we specialize to the stationary target localization problem,b in which a
partially observable state yi ∈ Y ⊆ X represents the location of target i in physical space. Target i is said
to be localized when the uncertainty in byi is significantly small; here, we use the specific criterion that the
A-optimality trace(Λi ) on its mixture covariance Λi is reduced below a mission-specified threshold i > 0
(that may vary by target).
The overall objective is that the agents in Q safely navigate Xfree to collectively localize all targets yi
with minimal resource expenditure.

III.

System Architecture

This section outlines the proposed algorithmic architecture for managing a team of unmanned, autonomous vehicles peforming a generalized series of tasks. After introducing our generalized approach to
such problems, the specific architecture implemented to achieve information-rich planning for target uncertainty reduction is also presented. A key feature of our approach is the decentralization of all aspects of the
planning problem, including assignment of task bundles, trajectory planning, and target estimation. The
individual algorithmic components of this architecture are presented in the subsequent sections.
This paper uses a traditional, hierarchical decomposition of the full UAV mission planning problem
into several sub-tasks. Such a decomposition decouples the overall UAV mission planning problem, which
is generally intractible as a whole, into several fundamental planning challenges that can be addressed
independently. It has assumed that some set of tasks is given for the set of agents to perform. The problem
is then decomposed into (i) task assignment, assigning sequences of tasks to agents or teams of agents; (ii)
trajectory design, identifying feasible trajectories for each agent to complete its tasks; and (iii) the low-level
control of each vehicle to follow the given trajectory.
Figure 1 presents an overall framework for the types of mission planning problems considered in this
work. Note that in this generalized architecture, there is no centralized “sensor fusion” block which maintains
estimates relevant to the tasks, as new observations are made by all agents. Rather, each agent is responsible
for maintaining estimates, using its own sensor package, for the tasks it has been assigned. This collectively
establishes the full set of task estimation data. This information is relayed, along with agent state data, to
the Task Allocation block. The Task Allocation block uses this information to assign tasks to individual
agents or teams of agentsc , in order to optimize some objective. Each agent then has its own separate Path
Planning algorithm, which designs trajectories in order to perform those tasks while meeting any constraints
and/or safety requirements.
Figure 2 shows the proposed IRRT+CBBA architecture, designed for a team of agents to cooperatively
complete a sequence of uncertainty reduction tasks in a decentralized fashion. Each agent maintains its
b The

solution strategy proposed by this paper, however, is extensible to other, more general uncertainty reduction problems.
of the concepts in this paper are easily extended to teams of agents, rather than individual agents. For clarity of
presentation, this is suppressed for the remainder of this work.
c Most
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Figure 1. General system block diagram for proposed mission planning framework.

own trajectory planner, using the IRRT algorithm, as well as its own dynamics. The IRRT planner designs
trajectories which favor information collection (Section IV); thus, the IRRT planner requires knowledge of
each target it has been assigned to localize, and their up-to-date estimates. The vehicle maintains its own
internal estimates of the targets it has been assigned, based on (in hardware) actual sensor measurements
or (in software) predicted measurements based on vehicle state; these are then relayed to the other vehicles
and the task allocation process. For collision avoidance, the IRRT planner must also be aware of its own
vehicle state, and the state and plans of other vehicles.
The task allocation process uses the true locations of each agent and the estimated locations of each
target in order to assign agents to targets (Section V-A). Task allocation is performed in this architecture
using CBBA, a decentralized, consensus-based assignment algorithm in which each agent “bids” on a bundle
of tasks according to their perceived effectiveness in completing them (Section V-B). Once the target
assignments have been completed, they are relayed to each agent, along with the most recent PDFs for those
targets (since those vehicles may not have been previously estimating those targets).
To better integrate the components of the planning problem, particularly predicted information, several
extensions are presented in this paper for the task allocation framework (Section V-C). Rather than requiring allocation of every individual targets, nearby targets are clustered together, via k-means clustering.
Furthermore, the CBBA algorithm should incorporate some knowledge of the information-gathering capabilities of each agent; this is implemented via the task information heuristics. These extensions are discussed
in more detail in the subsequent sections.

IV.
A.

Informative Motion Planning

Subproblem Statement

The informative motion planning problem is an amalgamation of the motion planning and adaptive sampling
problems. We will first briefly review the motion planning problem statement and then amend it to capture
informativeness of plans.
Consider a bounded, open set X ⊂ Rdx of dimension dx partitioned into an obstacle region Xobs ⊂ X
and an obstacle-free region Xfree = X \ Xobs . Points in Xobs are said to be in collision, while those in Xfree
are said to be collision-free. Given an initial collision-free state xinit ∈ Xfree and a goal region Xgoal ⊂ Xfree ,
the feasible motion planning problem is to find a path σ : [0, T ] 7→ Xfree , i.e., that is collision-free at all
points and that satisfies the specified initial state σ(0) = xinit and terminal state σ(T ) ∈ Xgoal constraints,
for some T ∈ R+ . When such feasible paths exists, often one is concerned with finding the minimum-cost
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(a) Overall Architecture

(b) Single Vehicle Architecture (leftmost block of Figure 2(a))
Figure 2. Block diagrams illustrating the overall CBBA+IRRT integrated architecture.

feasible path, where cost may be an arbitrary function of the path with respect to the environment.d
The second component of informative path planning is adaptive sampling, a sequential decision problem
in which a set of sensing configurations must be selected, given all previous information, to best reduce the
uncertainty about an unknown quantity yi . By embedding information collection in the decision problem,
adaptive sampling can significantly reduce the cost of obtaining an observation set that achieves a satisfactory
estimate or classification. Suppose that by traversing a path σ, a set of observations Zσ are generated by
this stochastic process according to the likelihood function. We would like to assess the informativeness
of σ via metrics on the posterior belief pyi |z (yi |Zσ ). However, one cannot anticipate the exact observation
sequence that will result from traversing a selected path. The objective of informative motion planning then
is to quantify the potential uncertainty reduction of the measurement configuration set Mσ and to embed
such information collection in the planning problem, either as constraints or cost components. We specialize
[q]
the objective for agent q to be safe arrival at the goal region Xgoal with minimum residual uncertainty on
the target locations and in minimum time, which necessitates a trade-off between information colection and
timely goal arrival.
d Common examples of cost functions are Euclidean distance, control effort, elapsed time, and combinations thereof. One
may also, for example, penalize proximity to obstacles along a path in the cost function.
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B.

Motion Planning with RRTs

Before proceeding to the solution method we employ for the informative motion planning problem, we
note several properties of the algorithm ours extends. For the general motion planning problem, samplebased methods, which seek to approximate connectivity in Xfree by randomly sampling configurations and
checking feasibility with respect to Xobs , have particularly pleasing computational properties. By construction, sample-based methods avoid issues of discretization granularity and are amenable to planning
in high-dimensional state spaces. Furthermore, the performance of sample-based methods scale with the
available computational resources. Finally, we note that the trajectory-wise constraint satisfaction afforded
by sample-based methods leads to a significant reduction in computational complexity over that of standard
optimization routines.
Within the class of sample-based methods, the Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM)14 and Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree (RRT)15 algorithms have been prolific in the motion planning literature. The latter is especially
effective for planning on nonholonomic and/or differentially constrained vehicles. Because the dynamics of
sensor platforms are typically nontrivial, we build on the RRT as a baseline algorithm that is amenable to
general vehicle constraints in the informative motion planning problem.
The RRT retains a tree-structured graph T of nodes emanating from a root node nroot and attempting
to connect the collision-free space Xfree . Each node n ∈ T is a tuple n = hTn , σn , vn i, where Tn ∈ R+ is the
node duration, σ : [0, Tn ] 7→ X is the node state trajectory mapping instants in time to points in the state
space X, and vn = σn (Tn ) ∈ X is the terminal state, or waypoint.
1.

Tree Expansion

Let ρ : X × X 7→ R+ be a distance metric comparing two states in X, Sample(·) be a function that generates
random samples xsamp ∼ Sample(·) in the environmente , and Nearest : X ×T 7→ T be a function that returns
a subset of nodes Nnear ⊂ T that are nearest to a specified state xsamp as measured by ρ. Expansion of the
tree T proceeds by generating xsamp ∼ Sample(·), computing Nnear = Nearest(xsamp , T ), and attempting
to “connect” nodes in Nnear to xsamp using an as yet unspecified function Steer. For ease of discussion, we
focus on the attempt to steer from one node nnear ∈ Nnear towards xsamp , considering vnnear as the waypoint
for this near node.
In open-loop RRT15 (denoted here as OL-RRT), Steer(vnnear , xsamp , T ) samples input profiles u : [0, T ] 7→
U from an input space U over some finite duration T ∈ R+ , simulates the resulting state sequences σu :
[0, T ] 7→ X, and selects from them the feasible sequence σ ∈ Xfree that terminates nearest to xsamp as
measured by ρ. A new node n = hT, σ, vi is then instantiated, with v := σ(T ), and added to the tree, i.e.,
T := T ∪ {n}.
For dynamical systems with closed-loop control, open-loop RRT generates paths which may not be
executable. In closed-loop RRT (CL-RRT),16, 17 the state vector can be thought of as a concatenation of the
dynamic and reference states of the vehicle. Instead of sampling open-loop input profiles, the reference states
between vnnear and xsamp are connected (often by a simple guidance law), and the full closed-loop response σ
of the vehicle and controller in response to the reference is generated. The termination criterion is that the
portion of the reference state is within some distance of its counterpart at the sampled location. As before, if
σ ∈ Xfree , a node is instantiated and added to the tree. In addition to its executability properties, closed-loop
RRT affords a notably accurate prediction of the state trajectory resulting from following a reference path,18
making it well suited as a baseline algorithm for informative motion planning, where the measurement poses
along paths must be predicted accurately.
Though we extend CL-RRT rather than OL-RRT, the two differ most fundamentally in the tree expansion
phase. In the remainder of this work, we will maintain an agnostic view of RRTs and use the generic functions
Steer : (x, x00 , ∆t) → x0 to denote the forward simulation from state x towards x00 for ∆t seconds resulting
in state x0 and Reached(x, x00 , t) ∈ {0, 1} as an indicator function denoting whether x and x00 meet closeness
criteria, or alternatively whether t ∈ R+ exceeds some threshold.
2.

Path Selection

In describing the path selection process used in RRTs, it is useful to define several operators on nodes in the
tree. Let the root operator root : T 7→ T return the root node of the tree. Due to the tree structure of the
e The

proviso for admissible functions Sample(·) is that X is uniformly sampled with positive probability.
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graph T , the path connecting the root node nroot = root(T ) to any other node n ∈ T is unique. Therefore,
let the parent operator pa : T 7→ T map a node to its parent, with pa(nroot ) := nroot . By telescoping, let the
ancestor operator anc : T 7→ T map a node to the set of its ancestors (i.e., all parents of parents back to nroot ).
Likewise, one can define a children operator chi : T 7→ T , n → {n0 ∈ T |n = pa(n0 )} mapping a node to the
set of nodes for which it is a parent. Finally, let the path operator P : T 7→ T , {n} → anc(n)∪{n} return the
union of any particular node with its ancestors. The cost function c : T 7→ R+ assigns positive, real-valued
cost to all paths in the tree. The best path is denoted to be P∗ = P(n∗ ), with n∗ = argminn∈T c (P(n)).
Often, the cost of a path P(n) is composed of individual costs for each node n0 ∈ P(n), as captured by the
nodal path cost function ψ : T 7→ R+ , and a cost-to-go term of reaching Xgoal from the terminal waypoint
vn .
C.

Information-Rich RRTs

In order to solve the informative motion planning problem, we employ the Information-rich Rapidly-exploring
Random Tree (IRRT) algorithm,19, 20 an extension of CL-RRT that embeds information collection as predicted from Fisher information of measurement poses along candidate paths. In the remainder of this section,
we will briefly review the IRRT algorithm first presented in [19], along with its extensions to multiagent scenarios and Gaussian mixture beliefs introduced in [20].
D
E
Suppose each agent q ∈ Q is described by a tuple q =

[q]

T [q] , P∗ , S [q]

with a tree of collision-free

[q]
P∗

nodes T [q] , a selected path
that it executes, and a set of sensors S [q] . We assume that each sensor
has a specified measurement interarrival time, from which the observation times within each node may be
anticipated. There also exists for each sensor s ∈ S [q] an indicator function os : X × Y 7→ {0, 1} that
captures whether s can generate an observation given a measurement pose x ∈ X and target state y ∈ Y .
Note that this observability indicator function subsumes a variety of possible sensor limitations, e.g., narrow
field-of-view (FOV), limited range, and occlusions due to the presence of obstacles in Xobs .
1.

Measurement Pose Prediction

To quantify the informativeness of paths in tree T [q] , the measurement pose sequence for each node is first
anticipated. Consider a single node n, which is described by a state trajectory σn : [0, Tn ] 7→ X of duration
Tn ∈ R+ . The measurement interarrivals time and temporal offsets (due to measurement in pa(n)) of
sensors in S [q] are used to generate a set Mn of measurement configuration tuples. Each element m ∈ Mn is
a tuple m = htm , xm , sm i composed of the intra-node measurement time tm ∈ [0, Tn ], the measurement pose
xm = σn (tm ) ∈ X, and the utilized sensor sm ∈ S [q] . In subsequent discussion, we refer to the process of
anticipating a measurement pose sequence by the generic function MeasurementPoses(σ, S).
2.

Information Quantification

We now wish to quantify the informativeness of a node given its measurement pose sequence.
information-theoretic measures exist for such a quantification;21 we use Fisher information22



Jz (yi ) = Ez ∇yi ∇yi log pyi ,z (yi , z)

Many

(4)

for its rich connection to the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound on the error covariance of unbiased estimators.23 In
general, the update for the approximate Fisher information Jn (ŷi ) of target i across a node n is a function
of the FIM at the parent node Jpa(n) , the measurement pose sequence Mn , and the current belief byi , i.e.,

Jn (ŷi ) = FisherInformation Jpa(n) (ŷi ), Mn , byi .
(5)
Hereafter, we specialize to the case where beliefs have a Ki -mode Gaussian mixture model distribution
and the target is assumed to be stationary. The strategy will be to maintain separate FIMs for each
mode of target i and fuse them together in computing an uncertainty-based cost. Therefore, we consider
yi,k ∼ N (µi,k , Λi,k ) and note that the update for the FIM across node n for target i, mode k is
Jn (ŷi,k ) = Jpa(n) (ŷi,k ) +

X

osm (xm , ŷi,k )H T (xm , ŷi,k )R−1 (xm , ŷi,k )H(xm , ŷi,k ),

m∈Mn
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(6)

where H(xm , ŷi,k ) is the linearized measurement matrix about the measurement pose xm and estimated
modal mean ŷi,k = µi,k , and R(xm , ŷi,k ) is likewise the measurement noise covariance matrix linearized at
the same pair of states.
In the single-agent case, if we define
h

T i−1
J0 (ŷi,k ) = Λ−1
ŷi,k − yi,k ŷi,k − yi,k
,
(7)
i,k = E
the recursion initiates at the root node nroot with Jnroot (ŷi,k ) := J0 (ŷi,k ), an exact relationship that arises
from the Gaussianity of yi,k . Finally, let us denote the set of all FIMs along node n as Jn .
Due to the additivity of (6), the multiagent IRRT extension, which accounts for the information content
of paths selected by other agents in the network, is straightforward. For any agent q ∈ Q, we denote its
information contribution along path P(n) as
[q]
∆J[q] (P(n)) , J[q]
n − Jnroot ,

(8)

where operations on the FIM sets are elementwise (i.e., for each existing (i, k) pair). Therefore, factoring in
the information contribution of other agents in the network is equivalent to initiating the FIM recursion at
the root node as
 0
X
[q ]
q0 ]
[q]
[
Jnroot = J0 +
∆J
P∗
.
(9)
q 0 ∈Q\{q}

Fisher information is generally a matrix quantity, so we further require a scalar cost function to operate on
Fisher information matrices J; many such cost functions exist.24 For computational and geometric reasons,25
we choose to use the A-optimality criterion trace(J −1 ) to assign cost to uncertain states, thereby rewarding
uncertainty reduction. The information error with respect to yi at the terminus of node n is defined as
!
Ki
Ki
X
X
−1
Ii (n) = trace
wi,k Jn (ŷi,k ) ,
wi,k = 1,
wi,k > 0,
(10)
k=1

k=1

where the relative weights wi,k are exactly those maintained by the estimator running online. Note that the
term within the trace operator is an approximation of the mixture covariance that does not consider the
second set of terms in (1). The overall information error for node n is a convex combination of the errors for
each target
X
X
I(n) =
γi Ii (n),
γi = 1, γi > 0,
(11)
i

i

where the coefficients γi may denote the relative importance of target i in the mission.
3.

Revised Algorithms

Now that the construction of the measurement sequence Mn and FIM set Jn along node n has been elucidated,
we may expand our notion of the node tuple to n = hTn , σn , vn , Mn , Jn i. Furthermore, we revise the standard
RRT algorithm descriptions to account for informativeness of paths in the tree.
The method IRRT-Expand(T [q] ) for expanding the tree is given in Algorithm 1. The function Nearest
here subsumes several of the nearest node heuristics previously motivated.19
Given a tree T [q] of candidate paths, the method IRRT-Execute given in Algorithm 2 will continually
[q]
expand the tree, select the best path P∗ , and execute it. The cost function c : T [q] 7→ R+ it uses is of the
form
X
[q]
c(P [q] (n)) = ρ(vn , Xgoal ) + α
ψ(n0 ) + βI(n),
(12)
n0 ∈P [q] (n)

where ρ : X × X 7→ R+ is a distance metric, ψ(·) is a node trajectory cost, I(·) is the information-based
cost, and α ∈ [0, 1] and β ∈ [0, ∞) are relative weights capturing the importance of timely goal arrival
and uncertainty reduction. In our case, ψ(n0 ) = Tn0 , i.e., the node path cost is simply the node trajectory
duration.
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Algorithm 1 IRRT-Expand(T [q] )
1: xsamp ∼ Sample(·)
2: nnear ← Nearest(xsamp , T [q] )
3: x ← vnnear
4: t ← 0
5: while x ∈ Xfree ∧ ¬Reached(x, xsamp , t) do
6:
σ̄(t) ← x
7:
x ← Steer(x, xsamp , ∆t)
8:
t ← t + ∆t
9: end while
10: if x ∈ Xfree then
11:
σ̄(t) ← x
12:
T ← t; σ ← σ̄; v ← σ(T )
13:
M ← MeasurementPoses(σ, S [q] )
14:
J ← FisherInformation(Jnnear , M, by )
15:
n ← hT, σ, v, M, Ji
16:
T [q] ← T [q] + {n}
17: end if

Algorithm 2 IRRT-Execute(q)
D
E
[q]
[q]
[q]
1: ninit ← 0, x0 , x0 , ∅, J0
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

T [q] ← {ninit }
[q]
x[q] ← x0
[q]
while x[q] ∈
/ Xgoal do
Update x[q] and target beliefs by
while time remaining in selection cycle do
IRRT-Expand(T [q] )
end while
UpdateInformation(by , root(τq ))
n∗ ← argminn∈T [q] c(P(n))
Announce P [q] (n∗ ) to network, and execute it
end while

Algorithm 3 UpdateInformation(by , n)
1: Jn ← FisherInformation(Jpa(n) , Mn , by )
2: for all n0 ∈ chi(n) do
3:
UpdateInformation(by , n0 )
4: end for
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As the beliefs about the target locations are updated online, the measurement pose sequences along nodes
will not change, but their informativeness will, for example, due to differences in anticipated observability
or range to the target. The most current belief is cached over a planning cycle and is used to recompute the
Fisher information at all nodes in the tree according to the recursive update described in Algorithm 3.

V.

Informative Task Assignment

The performance of dynamic search and track missions is typically measured in terms of the efficiency
with which the agents involved reduce target estimation uncertainty. However, trajectories that achieve
this uncertainty reduction are subject to a complex set of internal and external constraints, including dynamic constraints, environmental restrictions, and sensor limitations. By using the Information-rich Rapidlyexploring Random Tree (IRRT) algorithm19 described in the previous sections a team of agents can quickly
identify feasible, uncertainty-reducing paths that explicitly embed the latest target probability distributions, whilst satisfying these constraints. However, while IRRT is capable of handling multiple vehicles and
targets,20 algorithmic efficiency is lost when considering realistic large-scale ISR missions. Trajectories computed for such scenarios must embed both the vehicle routing problem (in selecting which distant targets to
visit) and the constrained sensor problem (in finding a vantage point to view nearby targets), and become
computationally intractable as the number of agents and targets increases. By incorporating a distributed
approach that partitions the target environment into disjoint target sets, the combinatorial complexity (and
thus computational burden) of the assignment problem is reduced. Furthermore, employing a task allocation
algorithm ensures that targets assigned to agents or teams are deconflicted, and therefore the separate agents
can complete tasks in parallel, improving the efficiency of the mission. This leads to a natural delineation
of roles and responsibilities among agents, reducing the necessary communication load between them. This
section describes a task allocation process that employs an information-based heuristic to allocate the targets
amongst the agents, thus accounting for each agent’s sensor limitations and vehicle constraints.
A.

Decentralized Task Allocation

The task allocation problem can be defined as follows. Given a heterogeneous team of Na agents, and a list
of Nt tasks with time-windows of validity, the goal of the task allocation algorithm is to find a conflict-free
matching of tasks to agents that maximizes some global reward. An assignment is said to be free of conflicts
if each task is assigned to no more than one agent. The “tasks” considered here are sets of clustered targets.
This task assignment problem can be written as the following integer (possibly nonlinear) program, with
binary decision variables xij that are used to indicate whether or not task j is assigned to agent i:


Na
Nt
X
X

cij (pi (xi , τ i ))xij 
(13)
max
i=1

subject to:

Nt
X

j=1

xij ≤ Lt , ∀i ∈ I

j=1
Na
X

xij ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ J

i=1

xij ∈ {0, 1}, τij ∈ {R+ ∪ ∅}, ∀(i, j) ∈ I × J

where xij = 1 if agent i is assigned to task j, and xi , {xi1 , . . . , xiNt } is a vector of assignments for
agent i, whose j th element is xij . The index sets for i and j are defined as I , {1, . . . , Na } and J ,
{1, . . . , Nt }, representing the index sets for the agents and tasks respectively. The variable length vector
pi , {pi1 , . . . , pi|pi | } represents the path for agent i, an ordered sequence of tasks where the elements are
the task indices, pin ∈ J for n = 1, . . . , |pi |, i.e. its nth element is j ∈ J if agent i conducts task j at the
nth point along the path. The vector of times, τ i , {τi1 , . . . , τi|pi | }, denotes the times that agent i proposes
to execute the tasks in the path. Each agent can be assigned a maximum of Lt tasks due to limited resource
constraints, and the maximum overall number of assignments achievable is given by Nmax , min{Nt , Na Lt }.
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The current length of the path at each step is denoted by |pi | and may be no longer than Lt . The global
objective function is assumed to be a sum of local reward values for each agent i, while each local reward is
determined as a function of the tasks assigned to the particular agent.
An important observation is that the scoring function in Equation 13 depends on the assignment vector
xi , on the path pi , and on the times τ i , which makes this integer programming problem significantly
complex (NP-hard) for Lt > 1 due to all the inherent inter-dependencies.6 Under these complex constraints,
centralized planning methods quickly become infeasible favoring the development of distributed architectures
(see [9] and references therein). In addition to alleviating the computational burden by parallelizing the
planning process, distributed controllers often act on local information, making response times to changes in
situational awareness significantly faster than those achievable under a purely centralized planner. As a result,
distributed planning methods which eliminate the need for a central server have been explored.26–29 Many of
these methods often assume perfect communication links with infinite bandwidth, to ensure that agents have
the same situational awareness before planning. In the presence of inconsistencies in situational awareness,
these distributed tasking algorithms can be augmented with consensus algorithms9–12, 30–36 to converge on a
consistent state before performing the task allocation. Although consensus algorithms guarantee convergence
on information, they may take a significant amount of time and often require transmitting large amounts
of data.37 In this work we use a particular decentralized task allocation algorithm called the ConsensusBased Bundle Algorithm (CBBA),9 that is guaranteed to converge to a conflict-free solution despite possible
inconsistencies in situational awareness, thereby reducing the amount of communication required between
agents. The next section provides a brief description of CBBA.
B.

Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm

The Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA)9 is a distributed auction protocol that provides provably
good approximate solutions for multi-agent multi-task allocation problems over random network structures.
CBBA consists of iterations between two phases: a bundle building phase where each agent greedily generates
an ordered bundle of tasks, and a consensus phase where conflicting assignments are identified and resolved
through local communication between neighboring agents. CBBA is guaranteed to converge to a conflict-free
solution despite possible inconsistencies in situational awareness, and to achieve at least 50% optimality,9
although empirically its performance is shown to be within 93% of the optimal solution.38 The bidding
process runs in polynomial time, demonstrating good scalability with increasing numbers of agents and
tasks, making it well suited to real-time dynamic environments. The real-time implementation of CBBA
has been demonstrated for heterogeneous teams and the algorithm has been extended to account for timing
considerations associated with task execution.7, 8, 39, 40
C.

Application to search and track missions

This work uses CBBA to allocate targets to the best suited agents. The score functions used within the
CBBA task allocation framework explicitly account for the information that agents are able to obtain about
their assigned targets, thus directly satisfying the objective of reducing uncertainty in the target search and
tracking process while considering the complex constraints associated with realistic search and track missions.
Prior to the task allocation process, the targets are grouped into clusters. These target sets or “tasks” can
then be allocated to the individual agents using CBBA. A key advancement of the CBBA algorithm is a
novel information-based scoring framework called the Task Information Heuristic (TIH), which embeds an
approximation of the information gain in the assessed value of a target cluster to an agent or team. The
following sections describe the clustering and information heuristic algorithms.
1.

Target Clustering

The target clustering phase involves grouping the targets into sets using K-means clustering on the target
means obtained from the latest target PDF estimates. The process for determining which clusters are
appropriate is described in Algorithm 4. The algorithm runs K-means clustering iteratively, augmenting
the number of clusters at each iteration, until the maximum cluster spread is below a maximum threshold
SM AX . The task set J is then created, one task for each cluster, retaining the key parameters of the clusters
along with the individual target PDFs. The resulting tasks can then be allocated to the individual agents
using CBBA.
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Algorithm 4 Cluster-Targets(P DF s)
1: N ← 0
2: while S > SM AX do
3:
N ←N +1
4:
C ← K-Means-Clustering(P DF s, N )
5:
S ← maxc∈C Cluster-Spread(c)
6: end while
7: J ← Create-Tasks(C, P DF s)
8: return J

2.

Task Information Heuristic

The Task Information Heuristic (TIH) is embedded within the CBBA framework, and is designed to compute
the cost that a particular agent receives for a particular task by following an information-rich trajectory.
The TIH consists of the following two steps. First, the agent selects a starting location to enter the target
cluster. For each vehicle, this is determined by computing the closest point on the outer edge of a sphere
around the cluster’s centroid, whose radius is given by the average cluster spread, with an additional margin
to avoid starting inside any target’s no-fly zone. The second step involves computing an information-rich
trajectory to observe the targets within the cluster, starting from the previously computed start point. This
is performed using a one-step optimization process, where the next best point is determined as the point
within the reachable set that maximizes the average A-optimality of the Fisher Information Matrix over all
the targets (see [ 41] for details on the specific algorithmic steps). The one-point optimization process is
executed iteratively until the uncertainty of each target within the cluster is below some maximum threshold.
The individual target Fisher Information Matrices are initialized using the inverses of the target covariance
matrices obtained from the latest target PDFs, thus accounting for the actual acquired information thus
far. The TIH does not explicitly consider obstacles and visibility constraints, however, it provides a good
approximation of the locally optimal information-gathering trajectory. Finally, the estimated score for the
task is computed as the sum of the values of the targets within the cluster minus the fuel resources consumed
by executing the information-rich trajectory. The arrival time and task duration are approximated using
the agent’s arrival time at the selected start point, and the time required to traverse the optimized path,
respectively. Using the estimated scores, task durations, and arrival times, CBBA is able to allocate the
tasks to the individual agents producing target lists and expected schedules for each vehicle.
The combination of IRRT+CBBA results in a novel multi-level algorithm which embeds information-rich
trajectory planning within a task allocation framework, efficiently assigning targets and planning paths for
teams of agents at the mission planning level. This real-time algorithm can leverage networks of mobile
sensor agents to perform dynamic task reallocation as target estimates are updated, resulting in improved
coordination and collaboration between agents while executing the mission. The CBBA task allocation
algorithm employed is fully decentralized, making the system scalable to large teams of autonomous agents
with diverse potential task sets and heterogeneous capabilities. The next section presents results for these
combined algorithms, validating the proposed approach.
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Figure 3. Software and hardware infrastructure used to implement the CBBA+IRRT algorithm.

VI.

Results

In this section, simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the IRRT+CBBA algorithm in assigning tasks, such that targets are efficiently localized and identified.
A.

Infrastructure

Figure 3 gives the software and hardwaref infrastucture used to implement the algorithms in this paper. The
infrastructure consists of three primary components:
• The base station, which operates the CBBA algorithm, along with clustering targets and querying the
task information heuristic. It is also responsible for assessing whether tasks have been completed, as
determined by the covariance of each target’s uncertainty. The base station code is run in MATLAB,
on an Intel Core i7 desktop with 12.0 GB of RAM. (Note that this is much more computational power
than necessary to run this code.)
• The vehicle computers, which operate the IRRT planner for each individual agent. One computer is
used per agent, whether real or simulated. The vehicle computer code is run in a multi-threaded Java
application, on an Intel Core 2 laptop with 3.5 GB of RAM. When performing tests in simulation,
a simulated vehicle is maintained in each vehicle computer. This software allows the user to specify
the dynamic model, reference model, sensor model, environment, and list of targets, among other
parameters.
• When hardware is included, all testing is done in the RAVEN testbed,42 an indoor flight testbed
for rapid development of control algorithms for aerial and ground vehicles. The RAVEN Interface
software relays waypoints and state data between the planners and “vehicle wrappers,” which send
control inputs to each vehicle. Motion capture cameras provide high-fidelty state data.
f Future

revisions of this paper will include hardware demonstrations of the simple example.
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B.

Example Specifications

In each simulation which follows, two agents, each with a single, heterogeneous sensor, are tasked with
localizing a set of targets located in a three-dimensional environment. Each agent is modeled as a skidsteered vehicle, with the nonlinear system dynamics
xt+1

=

xt + dt(1/2)(vtL + vtR ) cos θt ,

yt+1

=

yt + dt(1/2)(vtL + vtR ) sin θt ,

θt+1

=

θt + dt(vtR − vtL ),

vtL

=

vtR


sat v̄t + 0.5∆vt + wtL , 0.5 ,

= sat v̄t − 0.5∆vt + wtR , 0.5 ,

where (x, y) is the vehicle position, θ is the heading, v L and v R are the left and right wheel speeds, respectively,
sat is the saturation function, and dt = 0.02 sec. A variation of the pure pursuit controller17 is applied, such
that the vehicle is operated in closed-loop.43
One agent is always located at ground level (z = 0.2 m), while the other agent is always located in the air
(z = 2.0 m), simulating fixed-wing aircraft dynamics. Both agents have a single camera sensor, with a 60◦
rectangular field of view and aimed in the vehicle’s drection of motion. The ground-level agent’s camera is
pitched upward, while the aerial agent’s camera is pitched downward; all targets appearing in the examples
are located between these two altitudes.
A target is considered to have been identified when the trace of its covariance matrix is less than 0.01.
When this occurs, the CBBA marks the task associated with this target as completed, and the target is no
longer pursued by any agents.
In the simulations that follow, three different control algorithms are applied:
• Euclidean: The CBBA+IRRT algorithm, using the Euclidean heuristic to score tasks. Consider a
possible pairing of an agent with a cluster of targets; under the Euclidean heuristic, this assignment
has a score in CBBA of
J = 100Nt − F vnom (tarr + tcomp ).

(14)

Here Nt is the number of targets in the cluster, F = 2.5 is a fuel coefficient, vnom = 0.4 m/s is the
nominal speed of the vehicle, tarr is the estimated time for the vehicle to reach the cluster centroid, and
tcomp is the estimated time for the vehicle to identify all targets within the cluster. This latter time
is approximated as 2 seconds per target, plus the sum of the travel times from the cluster centroid to
each target.
• Information: The CBBA+IRRT algorithm, using the Information Task Heuristic (Section V-C) to
score tasks. This heuristic also assigns scores using (14); however, the times tarr and tcomp are computed
differently. The arrival time tarr is the estimated time for the vehicle to enter a sphere centered on
the cluster centroid; the radius increases as the distance of targets from the clutster centroid increases.
The task completion time tcomp uses the optimization laid out in [41], terminating when the covariance
threshold for identification is reached.
• Baseline IRRT: Only the IRRT algorithm is used. In this scenario, the base station assigned every
non-identified target to every vehicle. Note that agents are not allowed to share observations; each
agents maintains its own estimate of every target, and a target is not considered to be identified until
some agent crosses the covariance threshold for that target.
Future revisions will consider a more complex version of IRRT, in which agents use the current paths of
other agents to predict their future information gains.
Finally, note that the tree used in each IRRT planner is bounded at 1000 nodes.
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Figure 4. Environment used for the simple example. Targets are indicated by green circles; the initial target
estimates provided to the agents are indicated by gold stars. Each agent is denoted by the concentric circles,
with the blue lines indicating each agent’s field of view. The green line emanating from the rightmost vehicle
indicates a target currently in view.

C.

Simple Example

The simple example demonstrates two of the primary conclusions of this paper:
• The CBBA+IRRT algorithm is able to complete missions more efficiently than using IRRT alone.
• The task information heuristic is able to assign agents to the tasks for which they are best suited.
The simple example environment is given in Figure 4. The horizontal direction is bounded by [−2.1, 5.1] m,
while the vertical direction is bounded by [−2.7, 2.1] m. The ground-level agent (leftmost vehicle in figure,
z = 0.2 m) starts at a position (x, y) = (2.0, 1.0) m, oriented to the left, while the aerial agent (rightmost
vehicle in figure, z = 2.0 m) starts at a position (x, y) = (2.5, 1.0) m, oriented to the right. Each agent’s
camera is pitched 50◦ out of the level plane, with a range of 2.0 m. Each camera is designed to be more
accurate at very close range (i.e., with a meter of the target).
The targets are located at 3-D positions (−1.0, −1.0, 1.4), (0.0, −2.0, 1.6), (3.5, 0.5, 0.9), and (4.5, 1.5, 0.7);
this leads to a natural clustering of the two targets at lower-left and the two targets at lower-right.
First, we consider which cluster of targets will be first pursued by (or assigned to) each agent. Because of
the range limitations of the cameras, each agent is best-suited to visit the cluster of targets closest to them
in altitude. Thus, the desired assignment is for the aerial vehicle to visit the lower-left targets, while the
ground-level vehicle visits the upper-right targets; this is the case when using the task information heuristic.
However, using the Euclidean heuristic, the opposite assignment will take place, based on each agent’s relative
proximity to each cluster. Furthermore, using IRRT alone, both agents will pursue the upper-right cluster
first due to its proximity, even though the observations they are taking then become redundant. Thus, the
CBBA+IRRT using the task information heuristic makes the most efficient initial assignment of agents to
target clusters.
The remaining questions are how long it takes each task assignment algorithm to make an assignment,
and how long it takes each target to be identified by some agent. Table 1 gives the time per iteration,
and the time need to identify each target, averaged over 10 trials. Note that by using CBBA+IRRT, the
time needed to identify all targets is significantly reduced. However, the average runtime for CBBA using
the information heuristic is significantly larger, without an appreciable improvement in performance. The
performance gap is largely due to the initial placements and orientations of each agent, but will be explored
further in future revisions.
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Table 1. Simulation Results, Simple Example

Algorithm
Baseline IRRT
CBBA+IRRT, Euclidean
CBBA+IRRT, Information

Time per
Iteration, s
0.0376
0.0454
3.1169

1 Target
15.8
5.5
21.5

Time to Identify (s)
2 Targets 3 Targets
32.9
41.5
9.8
24.5
25.6
32.8

4 Targets
51.4
31.6
36.7

Table 2. Simulation Results, Complex Example

Algorithm
Baseline IRRT
CBBA+IRRT, Euclidean
Baseline IRRT
CBBA+IRRT, Euclidean

D.

#
Targets
10
10
20
20

Time per
Iteration, s
0.0695
0.1040
0.0682
0.1040

Time to Identify
All Targets, s
70.6
56.6
99.3
86.1

Complex Example

The simple example demonstrates two of the primary conclusions of this paper:
• The CBBA+IRRT algorithm is able to complete missions more efficiently than using IRRT alone.
• The CBBA+IRRT algorithm scales well as the problem complexity increases (here, in terms of the
number of targets).
The complex example environment is given in Figure 5.
For these simulations, a randomly-generated set of obstacles and targets were generated for each trial,
for a total of 5 trials; these sets are constant across all algorithms tested. Ten obstacles are included in
each scenario, each restricting the motion of only the ground-level agent. Each scenario also has 10 or 20
targets, each consisting of 3 to 5 randomly weighted Gaussian models.20 The range of each camera has been
increased to 4 meters, with the pitch decreased slightly; however, the aerial agent has been given a more
accurate camera than the ground-level agent.
Table 2 gives the time per iteration, and the time needed to identify all targets, averaged over the 5 trials.
(Note that the task information heuristic was not considered here.) Again, by using CBBA+IRRT, the time
needed to identify all targets is reduced when compared to using IRRT alone, regardless of the number of
targets. Furthermore, the amount of time needed per task assignment iteration does not appreciably increase
when the number of targets is doubled (the increase also scaled well when increasing from 4 targets in the
previous example to 10 targets here). This may also be due in part to the increased density of targets,
resulting in more incidental observations taking place.

VII.

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel stratified planner that performs informative motion planning
and task allocation in an effort to collect information from the environment in a way that minimizes sensing
resource costs. The Information-rich Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (IRRT) was presented as a solution
method for the informative motion planning problem, with the benefit of accommodating general constraint
characterizations for the sensor platform dynamics, environment model, and sensor limitations. Because the
storage and computational complexities of IRRT scale linearly with the number of target modes and number
of nodes in the tree of trajectories, we have shown that stratification both dramatically reduces computational
requirements and increases overall mission performance through task deconfliction. Furthermore, we have
shown that in the Consensus-Based Bundle Algorithm (CBBA), a task information heuristic based on a
reduced-order, gradient ascent optimization captures relative capability of the agents in a network when
evaluating their ability to perform target localization tasks.
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Figure 5. Sample environment used for the complex example; the locations of the obstacles (black) and target
estimates (Gaussian models indicated by gold ellipses) vary with each trial. The initial waypoint sequence
selected by each agent is also shown.

A number of extensions to this work are evident and will likely follow. In the current IRRT formulation,
the beliefs are assumed to be Gaussian mixture model distributions. If the estimator is also in the form of
a Gaussian sum filter, then the absence of measurements does not provide updates to the belief; however,
such so-called negative information is valuable from an inference perspective. Therefore, we propose to
examine the utility of negative information in the estimator and Gaussian mixture approximations thereof
in the planner. The CBBA task information heuristic we have presented, while capturing the reducedorder properties germane to the task allocation problem, leaves room for improvement. In particular, we
seek heuristics that are more computationally efficient and that are better able to approximate the full
information collection prediction that is fundamental to IRRT.
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